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Abstract
The motion of a particle near the Reissner-Nordstro¨m black hole horizon is described by conformal
mechanics. In this paper we present an extended one-dimensional analysis of the N = 4 superconfor-
mal mechanics coupled to n-copies of N = 8, d = 1 vector supermultiplets. The constructed system
possesses a special Ka¨hler geometry in the scalar sector of the vector multiplets as well as an N = 4
superconformal symmetry which is provided by a proper coupling to a dilaton superfield. The super-
conformal symmetry completely fixes the resulting action. We explicitly demonstrate that the electric
and magnetic charges, presenting in the “effective black hole” action, appear as a result of resolving
constraints on the auxiliary components of the vector supermultiplets. We present the component
action, supercharges and Hamiltonian with all fermionic terms included. One of the possible ways
to generalize the black hole potential is to consider a modified version of the N = 4 superconformal
multiplet where its auxiliary components acquire non-zero constant values. We explicitly write down
the corresponding modified black hole potential.
1 Introduction
Recently, the supersymmetric one dimensional theories appeared in the two different but related four-
dimensional systems. Firstly, in [1] it was established connection between black holes and conformal
mechanics [2]. Geodesic motion of a particle near the horizon of an extreme Reissner-Nordstro¨m black hole
was shown to be related to the relativistic version of the De Alfaro–Fubini–Furlan conformal mechanics.
Later on it was demonstrated [3] that this new version of relativistic conformal mechanics is just a known
one rewritten in another coordinate system. Secondly, one-dimensional supersymmetric theories appear
when considering a geodesic motion in the black hole background in the presence of N = 2, d = 4 vector
supermultiplets [4, 5]. The corresponding one dimensional action is fully specified by the metric of the
scalars which describes a special Ka¨hler geometry [6], and the effective black hole potential VBH , which
depends only on the scalars and electric and magnetic charges. The resulting system has been intensively
studied also within attractor mechanism framework [7].
In both these approaches the fermionic sectors are (almost) completely ignored. One reason for
neglecting fermions is that most of needed features are really encoded in the bosonic sector of these
theories. Another reason is that the dimensional reduction is not straightforward, especially in the
fermionic sector. That is why in the present paper we attempt to consider both these one-dimensional
theories with all fermionic terms included within one-dimensional supersymmetry framework.
The main topics we are going to consider include the following ones:
• We demonstrate how the effective black hole potential, with proper electric qA and magnetic pA
charges, arises in a theory with n-copies of self-coupled N = 8, d = 1 vector supermultiplets
(Section 2). The important new peculiarities are the appearance of the charges as a result of a
specific solution of the basic constraints on the auxiliary components of the vector supermultiplets.
• We analyze the structure of the action in terms of N = 4, d = 1 supermultiplets (Section 3).
This is a necessary step to couple the vector supermultiplets to N = 4, d = 1 conformal super-
multiplet. We split N = 8 vector supermultiplet in two N = 4 ones; the equivalence of these
representations was first shown in [8]. Each of these N = 4 supermultiplets possesses one physical
boson and four fermions. The superfield constraints, describing the N = 4 supermultiplets, contain
differential equation on two auxiliary components. Namely the solution to these equations intro-
duces p-charges in the black hole potential. The q-charges appear after dualization of the other
auxiliary components.
• We consider the N = 4, d = 1 superconformal symmetry (Section 4). The most important here
is different conformal properties of the two N = 4, d = 1 supermultiplets forming N = 8, d = 1
vector one. It turns out that with respect to the superconformal transformations, one of them is a
vector superfield, while the other is a scalar one. This completely fixes the action in terms of N = 4
superfields. In the paper we deal only with the case of SU(1, 1|2) superconformal group.
• Finally, we pass to the components and presented the general action with all fermionic terms
included (Section 5). The explicit form of the supercharges and the Hamiltonian is also given in
this Section.
• We also propose a possible generalization to the case where the superconformal multiplet itself
contains non vanishing coupling constant. The modified bosonic black hole potential is explicitly
written (Section 6).
2 N=8 vector supermultiplet and BH potential
In this Section we demonstrate how the bosonic sector of the most general action for n-vectorN = 8, d = 1
supermultiplets reproduces the main part of the BH action [4, 5] (with the supergravity sector being
switched off). The constructed action contains the effective “black hole potential” initially introduced
in [5]. We also explain how the electric and magnetic charges, entering this potential, appear within
one-dimensional supersymmetry formalism.
The heart of the N = 2, d = 4 SYM theory is formed by a vector supermultiplet, which describes
spin-1 particles, accompanied by complex scalar fields and doublets of spinor fields. The geometry of the
1
scalar fields is restricted to be a special Ka¨hler one [6]. The restriction that the metric be defined by a
holomorphic function is rather crucial for the consideration.
It is known for a long time that the standard reduction from the N = 2, d = 4 SYM to d = 1 gives
rise to a N = 8 supersymmetric theory with five bosonic fields, i.e., the (5, 8, 3) supermultiplet1 [9, 10].
Of course, after such a reduction the geometry of the bosonic sector is be completely different from the
special Ka¨hler one. Fortunately, there is another version of the dimensional reduction from N = 2, d = 4
SYM to one dimension [11, 12]. This reduction is performed in terms of the field strength, rather than
in terms of a prepotential [9, 10]. In such an approach only a complex scalar of the vector multiplet
becomes a physical boson in d = 1, while the rest of the bosonic components turns into auxiliary fields.
Thus, we end up with the (2, 8, 6) supermultiplet.
The most general N = 8 supersymmetric action for n-many vector supermultiplets can be written as
an integral over N = 4 subspace of R1|8 superspace
S = −
∫
dtd2θ2d
2ϑ2 F
(ZA)− ∫ dtd2θ1d2ϑ1 F(ZA), A = 1, . . . , n, (2.1)
where F(ZA) and F(ZA) are arbitrary holomorphic functions of the vector supermultiplets ZA and ZA,
respectively. All relevant notations and definitions are given in appendix A.
This action is notable for the fact that its bosonic part contains the well-known effective black hole
potential [5]
Sbos =
∫
dt
[
MAB z˙
A ˙¯zB − V (p, q, z, z¯)
]
, V =
1
16
(
p q
)(M +NM−1N NM−1
M−1N M−1
)(
p
q
)
(2.2)
with the standard notations explained below, see formula (2.11). The appearance of the constants pA
and qA is closely related to the proper treatment of the constraints on the auxiliary components of the
vector supermultiplet. To clarify this point we integrate over the Grassmann variables in the action (2.1)
and take its bosonic part:
Sbos =
∫
dt
[(
FAB + FAB
)
z˙A ˙¯zB +
1
16
(
FABX
AY B + FABX
AY B
)]
. (2.3)
The functions FAB(z) and FAB(z¯) are nothing but a bosonic limit of the corresponding second deriva-
tives of the prepotential F(Z) (see appendix A). The auxiliary components XA and Y A of the vector
supermultiplet are not completely independent, but subjected to the constraints (A.4):
∂
∂t
(
XA − Y A
)
= 0, (2.4)
while the rest four auxiliary bosonic components Y aα are expressed, as a consequence of their equations
of motion, only in terms of the fermions and, therefore, they do not contribute to the bosonic part of the
action.
To deal with the constraints (2.4) let us firstly split them as follow
∂
∂t
Re
(
XA − Y A) = 0, (2.5)
∂
∂t
Im
(
XA + Y A
)
= 0. (2.6)
Then one may check that under the N = 8 supersymmetry, Re XA and Re Y A transform as a total time
derivative:
δRe XA = δRe Y A ∼ ∂
∂t
(fermions) . (2.7)
So, we may solve (2.5) as follows
Re XA = Re Y A = ∂tΥ
A (2.8)
without breaking the N = 8 supersymmetry. Let us stress, that only due to the transformation proper-
ties (2.7) the right hand side in (2.8) can be represented as a time derivative of a new bosonic field ΥA.
1We use the notation (n,N,N−n), in order to describe a supermultiplet with n physical bosons, N fermions and N −n
auxiliary bosons.
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Concerning constraints (2.6), we just solve them as
Im
(
XA + Y A
)
= pA = const, (2.9)
where the constants pA are identified as magnetic charges corresponding to the black hole [5]. Substituting
all these into the action (2.3) we get
Sbos =
∫
dt
[
MAB z˙
A ˙¯zB +
1
16
MAB
(
Υ˙AΥ˙B − pApB + cAcB
)
+
1
8
NAB p
AΥ˙B
]
, (2.10)
where
MAB = FAB + FAB, NAB = i
(
FAB − FAB
)
, cA = Im
(
XA − Y A) . (2.11)
Again, the auxiliary components cA do not contribute to the bosonic part of the action and, consequently,
might be neglected.
The coordinates ΥA are cyclic; the corresponding conserved quantities are identified with the electric
charges qA:
PΥA =
1
8
(
MABΥ˙
B +NABp
B
)
= −1
8
qA = const. (2.12)
Performing the Rauth transform with respect to the variable ΥA we get the action (2.2) with V (p, q, z, z¯)
being exactly the effective black hole potential of Ref [5]. The full supersymmetric form of this action is
given in the forthcoming Sections.
Despite the complete coincidence of the derived potential V (p, q, z, z¯) with that one of Ref [5], the
actions do not coincide – it is easy to see that in the action (2.2) it is missing one degree of freedom,
namely that one corresponding to a dilaton. To make this field enter the game in a supersymmetric
manner, one should introduce the interaction of the vector supermultiplet with an N = 4 superconformal
multiplet, which contains a dilaton among its components. Before doing this, let us first describe the
vector supermultiplet in N = 4 setup, which is used to describe the superconformal multiplet.
3 The vector supermultiplet in N = 4 superspace
The simplest way to introduce the interaction with the N = 4 conformal supermultiplet is to use N = 4
superfields. So, let us discuss how the N = 8 vector supermultiplet is formulated in N = 4 superspace.
As a first step, we identify the SU(2) indices a and α and introduce the following set of covariant
derivatives constructed from Dia,∇iα (A.1):
Da =
1√
2
(
D1a + i∇2a) , Da = 1√
2
(
D2a + i∇1a) ,
∇a = 1√
2
(
D1a − i∇2a) , ∇a = 1√
2
(
D2a − i∇1a) . (3.1)
Then we introduce the real and imaginary parts of the vector multiplet Z,Z:
U =
1
2
(
Z + Z
)
, Φ = − i
2
(
Z − Z
)
. (3.2)
In terms of these variables the constraints (A.2a) have the following form
DaU + i∇aΦ = 0, ∇aU + iDaΦ = 0, DaU − i∇aΦ = 0, ∇aU − iDaΦ = 0. (3.3)
The role of these constraints is quite clear: they express ∇a and ∇a derivatives of the N = 8 superfields U
and Φ in terms of Da and Db ones. Therefore, all components of the vector supermultiplets are contained
in the N = 4 superfields u and φ depending on θa − iϑ¯a and θ¯a − iϑa only:
u = U
ϑ=iθ¯,ϑ¯=iθ
, φ = Φ
ϑ=iθ¯,ϑ¯=iθ
. (3.4)
The second set of the constraints (A.2b), being rewritten in the new basis, produces the irreducibility
constraints on the N = 4 superfields u and φ:[
Da, Da
]
u = 0 (a) ,
(
DaDb +DbDa
)
φ = 0 (b). (3.5)
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These constraints define the standard and twisted N = 4 supermultiplets, each containing one physical
boson and four fermions [13, 14]. Let us note that from (3.5a) it immediately follows that
∂
∂t
D2u =
∂
∂t
D2u = 0, (3.6)
where D2 = DaDa and D
2 = DaD
a. These equations are just N = 4 variant of constraints (A.4).
Finally, using (3.3) one may rewrite the action (2.1) as an integral over the N = 4 superspace
S = −
∫
dtd2θd2θ¯
[
F (uA + iφA)+ F (uA − iφA)] . (3.7)
Last thing which has to be clarified is the appearance of the electric and magnetic charges within N = 4
formalism. It is rather easy to check that the equation (2.9) results in the conditions
D2uA = ipA, D2uA = −ipA, (3.8)
while the N = 4 analog of the condition (2.8) reads
i
(
D2φA −D2φA
)
= ∂tΥ
A. (3.9)
Thus we have all the ingredients to reproduce the effective black hole action in terms of N = 4 superfields.
In the next Section we will consider N = 4 superconformal multiplet and will couple it to the black hole
action.
To close this Section let us note that the equations (3.8) and (3.9) explicitly break the evident U(1)
symmetry realized as
δDa = iαDa, δDa = −iαDa. (3.10)
Instead of this symmetry another U(1) invariance appears in the system
δDa = βDa, δDa = −βDa. (3.11)
It is quite easy to check that the constraints (3.5), (3.8) and (3.9) are invariant with respect to this U(1)
symmetry. This fact will be important in the Section 5 when introducing fermionic and auxiliary com-
ponents with the proper charges with respect to this U(1) group.
4 Maintaining N=4 superconformal symmetry
In this Section we are going to couple the effective black hole action (3.7) to the N = 4 superconformal
multiplet. In one dimension the most general superconformal group is D(2, 1;α) one [15]. Here we
restrict our consideration by the special case with α = −1 which corresponds to SU(1, 1|2) symmetry.
This superconformal group has natural realization in the N = 4, d = 1 superspace [13]
δt = E − 1
2
θaDaE − 1
2
θ¯aD
aE, δθa = − i
2
DaE, δθ¯ = − i
2
DaE, (4.1)
where the superfunction E(t, θ, θ¯) collects all SU(1, 1|2) parameters:
E = f(t)− 2i (εθ¯ − θε¯)+ θaθ¯bB(ab) + 2 (ε˙θ¯ + θ ˙¯ε) (θθ¯) + 1
2
(θθ¯)2f¨ . (4.2)
Here
f = a+ bt+ ct2, εa = ǫa + tηa. (4.3)
The bosonic parameters a, b, c and B(ab) correspond to translations, dilatations, conformal boosts and
rigid SU(2) rotations, while fermionic parameters ǫa and ηa correspond to Poincare´ and conformal su-
persymmetries, respectively.
It is important that by definition the function E obey conditions
D2E = D2E =
[
Da, Da
]
E = 0, ∂3tE = ∂
2
tD
aE = ∂tD
(aDb)E = 0. (4.4)
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As usually, we consider the systems where the conformal supersymmetry is spontaneously broken. There-
fore, to maintain SU(1, 1|2) invariance, one has to introduce the super-dilaton—N = 4, d = 1 superfield u˜
which transforms as follows
δu˜ = ∂tE. (4.5)
It is known for a long time [13] that the super-dilaton has to be further constrained by the conditions
D2Y = D2Y =
[
Da, Da
]
Y = 0, Y = eu˜. (4.6)
These constraints are fully compatible with the transformation properties (4.1), (4.5).
The invariant superspace measure is defined as
△s = dtd2θd2θ¯ Y, (4.7)
while the invariant action for superconformal multiplet Y is unambiguously restored to be
Sg = −
∫
dtd2θd2θ¯ Y log Y. (4.8)
Clearly enough, the invariant action for the matter fields A can be constructed as
Smatter = −
∫
dtd2θd2θ¯ Y G(A), (4.9)
provided the superfieldsA are scalars under the superconformal transformations. In black hole action (3.7)
we have two sets of the N = 4 superfields: uA and φA restricted by the constraints (3.5). Keeping in the
mind the transformation properties of the covariant spinor derivatives Da, Da under SU(1, 1|2)
δDa = − i
2
(
DaDbE
)
Db, δDa = − i
2
(
DaD
bE
)
Db (4.10)
one may check that the constraints (3.5) are invariant under the N = 4 superconformal group if the
superfields uA, φA have the following transformation properties
δuA = ∂tE u
A, δφA = 0. (4.11)
So, the superfields φA are scalars under superconformal transformations, while uA are vectors. The
simplest way to construct scalars from the superfields uA is to consider the combinations (uAY −1).
Therefore, the superconformally invariant black hole action reads
S = −
∫
dtd2θd2θ¯ Y
[
log Y + F
(
uA
Y
+ iφA
)
+ F
(
uA
Y
− iφA
)]
, (4.12)
where the N = 4 superfields are constrained by the conditions (3.5),(3.8) and (4.6).
In the next Section we will consider this action on the component level and with the fields ΥA
introduced and then dualized into the charges qA.
It is worth mentioning that there is another possibility to construct scalar superfields from uA ones.
Indeed, the ratio of any two superfields uA, for example the superfields uA/u1, are perfectly scalars with
respect to the superconformal transformations. So, an arbitrary function of these superfields is a good
candidate to be an invariant Lagrangian density. The full analysis of a such situation is out of the scope
of the present paper and will be considered elsewhere.
5 Field content of the supersymmetric black hole action
To find the components action one has to integrate over the Grassmann variables in the superfield
action (4.12), remove the auxiliary components through their equations of motion and perform the dual-
ization in a way discussed in the previous sections. Before presenting the component action let us define
5
the physical bosonic and fermionic components as
zA =
uA
Y
+ iφA, z¯A =
uA
Y
− iφA, y = Y
ηaA =
√
Y
2
(iDa −Da)zA, χaA =
√
Y
2
(iDa −Da)z¯A, ρa = 1√
2Y
(iDa −Da)Y,
η¯Aa =
√
Y
2
(iDa −Da)z¯A, χ¯Aa =
√
Y
2
(iDa −Da)zA, ρ¯a = 1√
2Y
(iDa −Da)Y,
(5.1)
where in the right hand sides it is supposed to be taken only the first components in their Grassmann de-
compositions. Being integrated over the Grassmann variables, the expression (4.12) acquires the following
form
S =
∫
dt
[
1
y
y˙2 + yMAB z˙
A ˙¯zB − 1
y
V (p, q, z, z¯)
+i (ρ˙aρ¯a − ρa ˙¯ρa) + i
2
MAB
(
η˙aAη¯Ba − ηaA ˙¯ηBa + χ˙aAχ¯Ba − χaA ˙¯χBa
)
+
i
2
MAB z˙
A
(
ρaη¯Ba − χaB ρ¯a
)
+
i
2
MAB ˙¯z
A
(
ρaχ¯Ba − ηaB ρ¯a
)
+
i
2
(
FABC z˙
A − FABC ˙¯zA
) (
ηaB η¯Ca − χaBχ¯Ca
)
− i
8y
(
qA − 2iFABpB
) (
ρaχ¯Aa + η
aAρ¯a + 2M
AEFCDEη
aC χ¯Da
)
+
i
8y
(
qA + 2iFABp
B
) (
ρaη¯Aa + χ
aAρ¯a + 2M
AEFCDEχ
aC η¯Da
)]
+ . . .
(5.2)
The expression for V (p, q, z, z¯) is given earlier by the formula (2.2). The dots stand for four-fermionic
terms; they do not depend on the charges pA, qA and since their explicit form is not too illuminated,
they are written down only in the Hamiltonian.
The explicit form of the on-shell action (5.2) together with the N = 4 supersymmetry transforma-
tions (4.5), (4.11) provides all ingredients needed to construct the supercharges and Hamiltonian. As
usual, the structure of the fermionic momenta means that the system possesses second class constraints
and, therefore, one has pass to Dirac brackets. The rest of the calculations goes straightforwardly, so we
omit all details and present the final results.
The non-vanishing Dirac brackets between the canonical variables read
{y,Py} = 1,
{
zA,PB
}
= δAB,
{
z¯A, P¯B
}
= δAB,
{PA, P¯B} = iMCDFACEFBDF (ηaE η¯Fa − χaF χ¯Ea ) ,{PA, ηaB} =MBCFACDηaD, {PA, χ¯aB} = MBCFACDχ¯aD,{P¯A, η¯aB} =MBCFACDη¯aD, {P¯A, χaB} =MBCFACDχaD,
{ρa, ρ¯b} = i
2
δab ,
{
ηaA, η¯Bb
}
= iMABδab ,
{
χaA, χ¯Bb
}
= iMABδab . (5.3)
The supercharges can be represented as
Qa = Qa +
1√
y
[
Qa − S¯a
]
− i√
y
MAB
[
η(aAη¯b)B + χ(aAχ¯b)B
]
ρb,
Q¯a = Q¯a +
1√
y
[
Q¯a + Sa
]
+
i√
y
MAB
[
ηA(aη¯
B
b) + χ
A
(aχ¯
B
b)
]
ρ¯b. (5.4)
Here we split up the supercharges to make its structure clearer: it contains pure dilaton contribution Qa,
a pair of supercharges Qa and Sa, corresponding to the vector supermultiplet, and an “interference”
term:
Qa =
√
yρaPy + i
2
√
y
ρ2ρ¯a,
Qa = ηaAPA − i
2
FABCχ
bAχBb η¯
aC +
1
4
(
qA − 2iFABpB
)
η¯aA,
Sa = χ¯aAPA + i
2
FABC η¯
A
b η¯
bBχaC − 1
4
(
qA − 2iFABpB
)
χaA.
(5.5)
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The supercharges Q form N = 4 superalgebra{
Qa, Q¯b
}
= 2iδabH, {Qa,Qb} =
{
Q¯a, Q¯b
}
= {H,Qb} =
{
H, Q¯b
}
= 0, (5.6)
where the Hamiltonian reads
H =
1
y
MABPAP¯B + 1
y
V +
1
4
yP2y +
1
8y
ρ2ρ¯2
− i
2y
PA
(
ρaχ¯Aa + ρ¯aη
aA
)− i
2y
P¯A
(
ρaη¯Aa + ρ¯aχ
aA
)
+
i
8y
MADFABC
(
ηaBηCa + χ¯
B
a χ¯
aC
) (
qD − 2iFDEpE
)
− i
8y
MADFABC
(
η¯Ba η¯
aC + χaBχCa
) (
qD + 2iFDEp
E
)
+
i
8y
qAρ
a
(
ηAa − χAa
)− i
8y
qAρ¯a
(
η¯aA − χaA)+ 1
2y
MABρ
(aρ¯b)
(
ηA(aη¯
B
b) + χ
A
(aχ¯
B
b)
)
− 1
4y
pAFAB
(
ρaηAa + ρ¯aχ¯
aA
)− 1
4y
pAFAB
(
ρaχAa + ρ¯aη¯
aA
)
− 1
y
MADFABCFDEF η
aBηCa χ
aEχ¯Fa −
1
4y
MABMCDη
(aAη¯b)BχC(aχ¯
D
b)
− 1
4y
FABC
(
ηaAηBa ρ¯bχ¯
bC + χ¯Aa χ¯
aBρbχCb
)− 1
4y
FABC
(
χaAχBa ρ¯bη¯
bC + η¯Aa η¯
aBρbχCb
)
+
1
4y
(
FABCD −MEFFABEFCDF − 2MEFFACEFBDF
)
χaAχBa η¯
C
b η¯
bD
+
1
4y
(
FABCD −MEFFABEFCDF − 2MEFFACEFBDF
)
ηaAηBa χ¯
C
b χ¯
bD
+
1
4y
(
MADFABCFDEF − 1
2
MBCMEF
)(
η(aB η¯b)CηE(aη¯
F
b) + χ
(aBχ¯b)CχE(aχ¯
F
b)
)
.
(5.7)
The highlighted structure of the supercharges Qa, Q¯a is not accidental. One may check that each set of
the sub-supercharges Qa, Q¯b, Qa, Q¯b and Sa, S¯b independently forms N = 4 superalgebra{
Qa, Q¯b
}
= 2iδabH,
{Qa, Q¯b} = 2iδabH, {Sa, S¯b} = 2iδabH, (5.8)
where the Hamiltonians of the conformal and vector multiplets have the form:
H =
1
4
yP2y +
1
8y
ρ2ρ¯2,
H = 1
2
MABPAP¯B + 1
2
V
+
i
16
MADFABC
(
ηaBηCa + χ¯
B
a χ¯
aC
)(
qD − 2iFDEpE
)
− i
16
MADFABC
(
η¯Ba η¯
aC + χaBχCa
) (
qD + 2iFDEp
E
)
+
1
8
(
FABCD −MEE
′
FABEFCDE′ − 2MEE
′
FACEFBDE′
)
χaAχBa η¯
C
b η¯
bD
+
1
8
(
FABCD −MEE
′
FABEFCDE′ − 2MEE
′
FACEFBDE′
)
ηaAηBa χ¯
C
b χ¯
bD
+
1
8
MADFABCFDEF
(
χaBχCa η¯
E
b η¯
bF + ηaBηCa χ¯
E
b χ¯
bF − 4ηaB η¯Ca χEb χ¯bF
)
.
(5.9)
As it was mentioned above, the supercharges Qa, Q¯b are recognized as the supercharges of one dimen-
sional N = 4 superconformal mechanics [13, 16], while the mutually anticommuting supercharges Qa
and Sa span N = 8 superalgebra with vanishing central charge [11, 12]. Thus, coupling of the vector
supermultiplet to the superconformal one goes through the “diagonal” centerless N = 4 superalgebra
spanned by the combinations Qa − S¯a in the full N = 8 supersymmetry existing in the case on n-copies
of N = 8, d = 1 vector supermultiplets.
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6 Black hole potential modification
From the point of view of the superconformal group SU(1, 1|2), the superconformal multiplet is defined
as an exponential of the dilaton superfield u˜. The covariance with respect to the superconformal transfor-
mations fixes the irreducibility constraints to be (4.6). Really speaking, these constraints may be slightly
modified as
DaDaY = im, DaD
aY = −im, [Da, Da]Y = 0. (6.1)
This seems to be the only possible modification of the constraints supporting superconformal symmetry
and U(1) symmetry (3.11).
The supersymmetric action preserves its previous form, but due to the presence of the constant m,
its component form gets modified (we consider here only its bosonic part)
S =
∫
dt
[
yMAB z˙
A ˙¯zB +
y˙2
y
− m
2
4y
− m
4
(Y A − Y A)(FA − FA) + yMABcAcB
− 1
4
yFAB
(
XA − im Re zA
y
+ iY A
)(
XB + im Re zB
y
+ iY B
)
− 1
4
yFAB
(
XA − im Re zA
y
− iY A
)(
XB + im Re zB
y
− iY B
)]
.
(6.2)
It is obvious that on-shell in the pure bosonic limit the auxiliary fields cA vanish. The dualization goes
the same way as it is described in the previous section: one should declare the auxiliary field XA be a
constant (again, due to U(1) arguing, it has to be an imaginary one), while the field Y A be split on the
real and imaginary parts
XA = ipA, XA = −ipA, Y A = ReY A + iImY A.
The later field has to be dualized ImY A = ∂tΥ
A, while the former – eliminated as it usually happens to
auxiliary fields. The result is
S =
∫
dt
[
yMAB z˙
A ˙¯zB +
y˙2
y
− 1
y
Veff
]
, Veff =
m2
4y
+ V (p˜, q˜, z, z¯) (6.3)
The form of the black hole potential (2.2) remains unchanged apart from the fact that it acquires depen-
dence on new “charges”
p˜A = pA −m Re zA, q˜A = qA − im
(
FA − FA
)
.
Thus we see that this modification results in the field-dependent shifts of the electric and magnetic
charges qA and p
A. The detailed discussion of such a modification will be considered elsewhere.
Conclusion
In this paper we analyzed a system constructed by coupling of n-copies of N = 8, d = 1 vector su-
permultiplets to N = 4 superconformal one. The N = 4 superconformal symmetry uniquely fixes the
resulting action. We demonstrated that the electric and magnetic charges, presenting in the “effective
black hole” action [5] appear as a result of solving the constraints on the auxiliary components of the
vector supermultiplets. We also present the full component action with all fermionic terms included as
well as the supercharges and Hamiltonian. The one of the possible ways to generalize the black hole
potential is to consider modification of the N = 4 superconformal multiplet by assigning non vanishing
constant values to its auxiliary fields. We explicitly wrote down the corresponding modified black hole
potential.
In some sense this paper can be considered as a continuation of the studies initiated in [1]. Keeping
in mind that the “new conformal mechanics” constructed in [1] is nothing but standard one [2] rewritten
in terms of other coordinates [3], one may hope that the constructed system describes the dynamics
of a particle near the horizon of an extreme Reissner-Nordstro¨m black hole when the interaction with
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electromagnetic fields is turned on. The dimensional reduction from d = 4 to d = 1 is not straightforward
in this case. Therefore, the fully one-dimensional consideration we presented in this paper could be useful.
Another very interesting area of applications of the system considered is a possible relation to a
one-dimensional geodesic motion in a black hole background in the presence of N = 2, d = 4 vector
supermultiplets [5]. The main problem in this direction is that our bosonic action is different from those
one in [5] by a factor. Of course, this difference appears because we insist on the N = 4 superconformal
symmetry which is absent in the action of [5]. Nevertheless, it sounds reasonable that our action could
appear in some limit (near BH horizon?). If it happens, the full action with all fermionic terms included
could help to analyze the attractor mechanism, etc. Related question is whether it is possible to keep
all N = 8 supersymmetry unbroken? To construct such an action one has to introduce the interaction
with N = 8 superconformal multiplet. Unfortunately, up to now such a multiplet, which admits a non-
trivial potential term in the action, is known to have only on-shell description [13]. But this is not the
problem provided we are working in the Hamiltonian formalism. We are planning to consider such a
system elsewhere.
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A Appendix
The natural framework to describe N = 8 vector supermultiplet is the N = 8, d = 1 superspace R1|8
R1|8 = (t, θia, ϑiα) ,
(
θia
)†
= θia ,
(
ϑiα
)†
= ϑiα ,
where i, a, α = 1, 2 are doublet indices of three SU(2) subgroups of the automorphism group of N = 8
superspace. SU(2) metric is given by the skew-symmetric tensor
ǫijǫ
jk = δki , ǫ12 = ǫ
21 = 1.
In superspace R1|8 we define covariant spinor derivatives satisfying the following superalgebra{
Dia, Djb
}
= 2iǫijǫab∂t ,
{∇iα,∇jβ} = 2iǫijǫαβ∂t . (A.1)
In full analogy with N = 2, d = 4 SYM, we introduce a complex scalar N = 8 superfield Z subjected to
the following constraints:
D1aZ = ∇1αZ = 0, D2aZ = ∇2αZ = 0, (a)
∇2αD2aZ +∇1αD1aZ = 0. (b) (A.2)
The constraints (A.2) leave the following components in the N = 8 superfields Z, Z:
z = Z, z¯ = Z, Y aα = D2a∇2αZ, Y aα = −D1a∇1αZ = Y aα,
ψa = D2aZ, ψ¯a = −D1aZ, ξα = ∇2αZ, ξ¯α = −∇1αZ,
X = −iD2aD2aZ, X = −iD1aD1aZ, Y = −i∇2α∇2αZ, Y = −i∇1α∇1αZ,
(A.3)
where the right hand side of each expression is supposed to be taken upon θia = ϑiα = 0. The bosonic
auxiliary components X and Y are subjected, in virtue of (A.2), to the additional constraints
∂
∂t
(
X − Y
)
= 0,
∂
∂t
(
X − Y
)
= 0. (A.4)
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Simple component counting gives that we have two physical bosons, eight fermions and six auxiliary
fields, i.e. (2, 8, 6) supermultiplet.
When writing down supersymmetric actions, we make use of intuitively understandable notations
FAB ≡ ∂
2F(Z)
∂ZA∂ZB , FAB ≡
∂2 F(Z)
∂ZA∂ZB
.
and the following rule for Grassmann integration∫
d2θ2d
2ϑ2 ≡ 1
4
D2aD2a ∇2α∇2α.
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